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Own Your Online Presence
85% of physicians show up on the first page of Google because
of their Doximity and U.S. News Doctor Finder Profiles. Doximity boosts
your online visibility so you can showcase your accomplishments
and expertise more prominently.

First page
search results

Claim and complete (or create) your public profile on certain physician network
or review sites. Mayo Clinic has prioritized Doximity as having the most relevance
and impact…
— Mayo Clinic’s Social Media Network Blog

Stay Informed With News & Earn CME
Stay informed with a personalized news feed curated for pediatricians,
featuring the latest research, drug approvals, protocol changes and more —
without the hassle of sorting through numerous journals and publications.

See the articles
your colleagues
are talking about
and reading

Earn Category 1
CME/CEU for free
by reading articles

Having many high impact journals available for quick review in one place has
definitely made my life easier. Just this week I realized I was 0.5 CME credits short,
I opened up the website and voila — problem solved.
— Craig Canapari, MD, Pediatric Pulmonology, Yale New Haven Hospital

Share Your Knowledge and Perspectives
Doximity’s Op-Med platform is the best and only way to share
your opinions and stories on diverse topics such as novel treatments,
patient experiences, and the state of medicine with the largest
medical community in the United States.

I love that Op-Med gives physicians a voice and also a
platform to share their work.
— Jamie Friedman, MD, Lead Physician, Children’s Primary Care Medical Group

An Inside Look at Your Future Workplace
Doximity’s Hospital Reviews provide an insider’s look into
physician’s hospital practice experience. Read first-hand perspectives
and view ratings from verified physicians who’ve actually worked
at the hospitals you’re interested in learning more about.

Reviews from your peers give a true and honest look into the workplace and take
away the guessing game. Doximity has developed a valuable tool that physicians can
use in making the decision to move to a new workplace with confidence.
— Stacey O’ Connor, MD, Pediatrician, St. Joseph Mercy Livingston Hospital

Your Up-To-Date CV, Automated
Your Doximity profile is more than just your name.
We automatically add new publications, clinical trials and press
mentions to your profile, helping you maintain a current and accurate CV.
You can even print your Doximity profile into a resume PDF format.

Profiles see an
average of 30 automatic
updates each year

Showcase clinical
expertise, interests,
experience, affiliations,
education and training

Doximity has emerged as the core professional profile for doctors and one that’s
totally within the physician’s control. It’s the first place I go to update my professional
status as it changes.
— Brian Vartabedian, MD, Director, Texas Children’s Hospital

Fax Without a Fax Machine
Get a free electronic fax number and send unlimited HIPAA-secure
faxes from the convenience of your iPhone or Android phone. Create drafts
to send later or opt to cancel your fax after it sends.

Send CC EHRs
to colleagues

Send faxes to
any U.S. fax number
safely and securely

Scan documents straight
from your mobile phone

I often have to read urgent outside electrocardiograms that providers have questions
about. I have found the Doximity fax feature to be the quickest AND most secure way to
receive these ECGs and respond quickly in clinical situations where minutes matter.
— David Ming-Shen Peng, MD, Pediatric Cardiologist, C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital

Call Patients From Your Phone, Without *67
Use Dialer on the Doximity mobile app to call patients using your
cell phone, while displaying your office number. Call your patients from
a number they recognize without sacrificing your personal information.

Use multiple
phone numbers for
all the hospitals you’re
affiliated with

Skip straight to
someone’s voicemail
without ringing them

Send a text to
your patient while
still protecting your
private number

I cannot overstate how much I love the Doximity Dialer, and Straight to Voicemail,
and No Reply text apps! They have saved me so much time returning calls and
reporting results!
— Karen Shore, MD, Pediatric Physician, Meadows Pediatrics

Telehealth Video Visits With Your Patients
Simple, secure, one-click Dialer Video feature on the Doximity mobile app
to meet your patients from your phone, tablet or desktop. “Nudge” patients
via text message to remind them of appointments.

Wallcharts can help
explain complicated
concepts to patients

Add a variety of virtual
backgrounds to enhance
your privacy

My practice was experiencing problems with Zoom and they asked for a “backup”. I shared
what I have been learning about Doximity Dialer Video. They quickly tried it, and the ease
made connecting with their patient a piece of cake. They were so happy to have Doximity!
— Kara Lewis, MD, Child Neurology Program Director, Phoenix Children’s Hospital
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